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Advanced BlackBerry DevelopmentApress, 2009
BlackBerry devices and applications are selling by the millions. As a BlackBerry developer, you need an advanced skill set to successfully exploit the most compelling features of the platform. This book will help you develop that skill set and teach you how to create the most sophisticated BlackBerry programs possible.

With Advanced...
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Raspberry Pi User GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The essential guide to getting started with the Raspberry Pi ®


	The Raspberry Pi has been a success beyond the dream of its creators. Their goal, to encourage a new generation of computer programmers who understand how computers work, is well under way.


	Raspberry Pi User Guide 2e is the newest edition of the runaway...
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Programming HiveO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Programming Hive introduces Hive, an essential tool in the Hadoop ecosystem that
	
		provides an SQL (Structured Query Language) dialect for querying data stored in the
	
		Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS), other filesystems that integrate with Hadoop,
	
		such as MapR-FS and Amazon’s S3 and databases like HBase (the...
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Creating Development Environments with Vagrant - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Vagrant to create and manage virtual development environments with Puppet, Chef, and VirtualBox


	About This Book

	
		Get your projects up and running quickly and effortlessly by simulating complicated environments that can be easily shared with colleagues
	
		Provision...
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Migrating to Android for iOS DevelopersApress, 2014

	Migrating to Android for iOS Developers gives you—as an experienced native iOS app developer—the skills to learn native Android apps development from scratch. Starting with preparing your Android integrated development environment and introducing just enough Android application framework fundamentals, you’ll...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development Blueprints - Second Edition: Build nine projects by working with widgets, geometry management, event handling, and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Geometry Management, Event Handling, and more

	
		Key Features

		
			A Practical, guide to learn the application of Python and GUI programming with tkinter
	
			Create multiple cross-platform real-world projects by integrating host of third party libraries and tools
	...
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Pro BizTalk 2006Apress, 2006
Pro BizTalk 2006 is a high-end resource that is based on real feedback from BizTalk developers. Authors George Dunphy and Ahmed Metwally are well known within the BizTalk community, and here they cover topics not discussed in other books, like performance tuning, scalability, and administration. This book also features examples of...
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Windows Sockets Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995
Windows Sockets (WinSock), a standard network API co-developed by PC  network industry leaders including Microsoft, Novell, Hewlett-Packard,  and FTP Software, is an extraordinary resource for Windows network  programmers. This book will enable you to reap WinSock's full benefits  to create client and server network applications for use on any...
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Ship Stability for Masters and Mates, Fifth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 1999
Understanding ship stability, the ability of a ship to return to an initial state after disturbing forces and moments, is critical for all maritime students and professionals studying for a deck or engineering certificate of competency, or seeking promotion to a higher rank within the merchant marine or Navy.   

The...
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Breaking Through the BIOS Barrier: The Definitive BIOS Optimization Guide for PCsPrentice Hall, 2004
The first authoritative guide to optimizing your PC's BIOS
Your PC's BIOS enables your software and hardware to work together. But they can work together better—way better. If you want the best possible PC performance and stability, this book shows you exactly what to tweak, and how to tweak it. 

Until...
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Time-Domain Computer Analysis of Nonlinear Hybrid SystemsCRC Press, 2001
"Easy to read, concise, and complete." -Alfy Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine

…Easy to read, concise, and complete.
 -Alfy Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine

The analysis of nonlinear hybrid electromagnetic systems  poses significant challenges that essentially demand reliable numerical methods. In recent...
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Porting to the Symbian Platform: Open Mobile Development in C/C++ (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
If you want to write mobile applications without the idioms of Symbian C++, have existing software assets that you'd like to re-use on Symbian devices, or are an open source developer still waiting for an open Linux-based device to gain significant market penetration, this is the book for you!
    Beginning with an introduction to the native...
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